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RETHINKING THE ENTITY SELECTION CALCULUS
IN THE SMALL BUSINESS CONTEXT

David Phillip Hamm, Jr.*
I.

INTRODUCTION

This Article adds to the extensive literature on the subject of entity
selection by introducing five important considerations often left out of the
calculus. It is clear the most important considerations are taxation and liability protection. With the advent of the limited liability company, however, tax and liability concerns can often be adequately addressed via more
than one entity structure. As a result, the practitioner must be aware of
additional considerations, including the five discussed in this Article, which
can significantly alter the entity selection calculus.
This Article is unique in its scope and approach in three additional
ways. First, the considerations explicated in this paper are most relevant in
the small business context; this by no means limits the significance of such
considerations, as 99.7% of all employer firms in the United States are classified as "small businesses."' Second, the Article uses Louisiana as the paradigmatic jurisdiction. While Louisiana is famous for its divergent
approach in several areas of law, its approach in the area of business entities is no more peculiar than that of any other state of the Union. Thus the
considerations set forth in this Article are "cross-jurisdictional" in nature.
Third, the entity selection calculus is limited to a comparison of corporations and limited liability companies. Such a limitation is justified by the
fact that the corporation and the limited liability company are the dominant business entity forms in the United States.2
Part II of this Article explores how equity holder disassociation affects
the selection calculus. Part III examines how the resolution of disputes
between equity holders of an entity affects the selection calculus. Part IV
analyzes how entity combination affects the selection calculus. Part V discusses the implications of cross-jurisdictional activities upon the selection
calculus. Part VI addresses how the maintenance of entity vitality affects
the selection calculus. Part VII of this Article provides a brief conclusion.

* Visiting Assistant Professor, Mississippi College School of Law.
1. Frequently Asked Questions, SBA OFFICE OF ADVOCACY 1 (Sept. 2012), http://www.sba.gov/
sites/default/files/FINAL%20FAQ%202012%2OSept%202012%20web.pdf.
2. See NICHOLAs KARAMBELAS, LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIEs: LAw, PRACTICE AND FoRMs
§ 6.2 (2011) ("The Limited Liability Company (LLC) is the most dominant form of business organization in the United States. More LLCs are formed in the states than any other form of business organization which affords limited liability to the owners of the business entity.").
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II.

CONSIDERATION

#1:
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DISASSOCIATION

The level of difficulty and procedure for "exiting" an entity is primarily determined by its organizational and governing documents. Title 12 of
the Louisiana Revised Statutes provides several default rules, but the primary focus of the practitioner should be modifying such rules to fit the
client's desires and needs. This portion of the Article analyzes the following topics, in turn: (1) the default rules regarding a member's dissociation
from a limited liability company, (2) the default rules regarding a shareholder's disassociation from a corporation, and (3) the tools available to
the practitioner for modifying such default-dissociation rules.
A.

Default Rules Governing a Member's Dissociationfrom
a Limited Liability Company

There are several statutes in the Louisiana Limited Liability Company
Law that establish the default rules governing a member's disassociation
from a limited liability company. Louisiana Revised Statutes section
12:1325 ("section 1325") provides the default rules in the context of the
voluntary withdrawal of a member from a limited liability company. Louisiana Revised Statues section 12:1333 ("section 1333") provides the default
rules in the context of the involuntary withdrawal of a member from a limited liability company (i.e., death, incapacity, dissolution, or termination).
Louisiana Revised Statutes section 12:1330 ("section 1330") provides the
default rules in the context of the voluntary assignment of a member's
membership interest. Louisiana Revised Statutes section 12:1331 ("section
1331") provides the default rules in the context of the involuntary assignment of a member's membership interest.
At first glance, the default rules governing a member's voluntary withdrawal from, and assignment of a member's membership interest in, a limited liability company appear to be in conflict. As will be set forth below,
the default rules governing the voluntary withdrawal of a member are restrictive in nature, while the default voluntary assignment rights of a member are unrestrictive in nature. However, this apparent conflict is resolved
by understanding the difference between a "withdrawal" and an
"assignment."
A limited liability company is a hybrid, of sorts, of a partnership and a
corporation. The default rules regarding a member's withdrawal rights are

3. GLENN G. MORRIS & WENDELL H. HOLMES, 7-8 LoUISIANA CIVIL LAW TREATISE 482 (3d.
ed. 1999) ("Limited Liability Companies ('LLCs') may be described either as general partnerships in
which all partners enjoy limited liability, or as corporations that are governed and taxed as if they were
partnerships."); LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 12:1303(A) (2011) ("All limited liability companies, regardless
of date of organization, shall have the powers, rights, and privileges provided for a corporation organized under the Business Corporation Law (R.S. 12:1 et seq.), and provided for a partnership organized
under Title XI of Book III of the Louisiana Civil Code.").
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borrowed from the Louisiana Civil Code articles governing a partner's ability to withdraw from a partnership.4 A partner's withdrawal rights are limited because of the belief that each partner should have a say in the identity
of the other partners-delectuspersonae.s This public policy is rooted in
the fact that each partner has the ability to act as a mandatary for, and
participate in, the management of the partnership.'
The public policy limiting a partner's ability to withdraw from a partnership finds application in the context of a member-managed limited liability company.' In this context, a member also has the ability to act as a
mandatary for, and participate in, the management of the limited liability
company.' Thus a member of a limited liability company should also have
a say in the identity of the other members of that limited liability company.
The voluntary assignment of a member's membership interest differs
significantly from the voluntary withdrawal of a member from the limited
liability company, both in substance and effect. The default rules regarding
a member's voluntary assignment rights are borrowed from the Louisiana
Civil Code article governing a partner's ability to share his interest in the
partnership with a third person. 9 As in the partnership context, a member
may voluntarily assign his membership interest to a third person, but such
an assignment strips the assignor of her membership or grants the assignee
membership.10
The ability of a member to withdraw voluntarily from a limited liability company hinges upon whether there is a limited period of duration set
forth in its articles of organization." If a limited liability company has
been created for a term, "a member may withdraw without the consent of
the other members prior to the expiration of the term, provided he has just
cause arising out of the failure of another member to perform an obligation."12 Thus in the "term context," a member may only withdraw upon (1)
4. See LA. CIV. CODE ANN. art. 2821-22 (2011).
5. MORRIS & HOLMES, supra note 3, at 69; Susan Kalinka, Dissociation of a Member from a
Louisiana Limited Liability Company: The Need for Reform, 66 LA. L. REV. 365, 370 (2006).
6. MORRIs & HOLMES, supra note 3, at 69; see LA. CIV. CODE ANN. arts. 2807, 2814 (2011).
7. The policy does not fit perfectly in the limited liability company context because its members
are not personally liable for the debts and obligations of the limited liability company. LA. REV. STAT.
ANN. §12:1320(C) (2011); Kalinka, supra note 5, at 371. See also LA. REV. STAT. ANN. §12:1311 (2011)
("Except as otherwise provided in the articles of organization, the business of the limited liability company shall be managed by the members ....
).
8. Kalinka, supra note 5, at 383; LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 12:1317 (2011). The policy consideration does not find equal application in the context of a manager-managed limited liability company. In
such a context, a member is not deemed to be a mandatary of the limited liability company and is no
longer able to directly participate in the management of the limited liability company. A member in
the context of a manager-managed limited liability company is more akin to a shareholder in a
corporation.
9. LA. CIV. CODE ANN. art. 2812 (2011) ("A partner may share his interest in the partnership
with a third person without the consent of his partners, but he cannot make him a member of the
partnership. He is responsible for damage to the partnership caused by the third person as though he
caused it himself.").
10. LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 12:1330.
11. LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 12:1303(B) (2011); LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 12:1325(A)-(B) (2011).
12. § 12:1325(A).
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the consent of all the members or (2) the presence of "just cause." The
Louisiana Limited Liability Company law does not give meaning to the
phrase "just cause"; however, the phrase likely has the same meaning and
import given it in the partnership context.1 3 Section 1325(A) does not specifically provide the procedure for voluntary withdrawal in the "term context"; however, the voluntary withdrawal of a member in the "term
context" should likely be accomplished pursuant to either (1) circulation
and execution of a unanimous written consent of the members or (2) notification procedures set forth in Section 1325(B) (discussed infra).
If a limited liability company has not been created for a term, a member may voluntarily withdraw from the limited liability company "at the
time or upon the happening of an event specified in a written operating
agreement and in accordance with the written operating agreement."1 4 If
the written operating agreement is silent on the issue, a member of a nonterm limited liability company may withdraw "upon not less than thirty
days prior written notice to the limited liability company at its registered
office as filed of record with the secretary of state and to each member and
manager" at their addresses as listed on the records of the limited liability
company.15
Section 1330(A) provides that "[u]nless otherwise provided in the articles of organization or an operating agreement, a membership interest shall
be assignable in whole or in part."' 6 A voluntary assignment under section
1330(A) does not entitle the assignee to become a member, but merely
entitles the assignee "to receive such distribution or distributions, to share
in such profits and losses, and to receive such allocation of income, gain,
loss, deduction, credit, or similar item to which the assignor was entitled to
the extent assigned."" The assignor retains his status as a member, and the
assignee obtains the right to receive the payments from the limited liability
company that would otherwise devolve to his assignor.
The effect of a section 1330(A) transfer is entirely different than that
of a section 1325 voluntary withdrawal. The member who satisfies the conditions precedent for a voluntary withdrawal under section 1325 is no
longer a member of the limited liability company and is entitled to (a) a
distribution as set forth in a written operating agreement, or (b) if the written operating agreement is silent on the issue, "within a reasonable time
13. Kalinka, supra note 5, at 419-20.
14. § 12:1325(B) (emphasis added).
15. Id.
16. § 12:1330(A) (2011). The first sentence of section 1330(A) does not mean what it says. The
term "membership interest" is defined in Louisiana Revised Statutes section 12:1301(14) as "a member's rights in a limited liability company, collectively, including the member's share of profits and
losses of the limited liability company, the right to receive distributions of the limited liability company's assets, and any right to vote or participate in management." The remainder of section 1330
limits the broad statement set forth in the first sentence of section 1330(A). Section 1330(B) also provides that the granting of a security interest in a member's membership interest does not affect the
granting member's status as a member or any of the incidents of such status.
17. § 12:1330(A).
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after withdrawal or resignation, the fair market value of the member's interest as of the date of the member's withdrawal or resignation.""s The
member who assigns his membership interest under section 1330(A) retains his status as a member and transfers his economic interest in the limited liability company to his assignee.1 9
Section 1333 sets forth several grounds for a member's involuntary
withdrawal from the limited liability company: death, incapacity, dissolution, and termination. If a member, who is a natural person, dies or is
adjudicated incompetent by a court of competent jurisdiction, "the member's membership ceases and the member's executor, administrator, guardian, conservator, or other legal representative shall be treated as an
assignee of such member's interest in the limited liability company."20
Section 1331 sets forth a type of involuntary assignment. In essence,
section 1331 grants a judgment-creditor the right to charge the membership
interest of a judgment-debtor member with the payment of an unsatisfied
amount of an outstanding judgment, with interest.21 However, the judgment-creditor only has the status of an assignee to the extent the membership interest is charged.22
There are several dissociation contexts the Louisiana Limited Liability
Company Law does not address (e.g., the bankruptcy of a member and the
proper grounds for the expulsion of a member). For a fine and exhaustive
discussion of such contexts and the potential problematic consequences resulting from the lack of statutory treatment, I refer you to Professor
Kalinka's excellent article on the subject.2 3
Finally, Louisiana Revised Statutes section 10:8-103 provides that
membership interests are generally not "securities" for the purpose of Uniform Commercial Code-Investment Securities (Louisiana Revised Statutes
section 10:8-101 to -511).24 See the discussion regarding the Uniform
Commercial Code-Investment Securities infra.
B.

Default Rules Governing a Shareholder's Dissociation
from a Corporation

The default rules governing a shareholder's dissociation from a corporation are more streamlined than those in the limited liability company
context. 25 The streamlined nature of the default rules is the result of the
18. § 12:1325(C).
19. § 12:1330(A).
20. § 12:1333 (2011).
21. § 12:1331 (2011).
22. Id.
23. Kalinka, supra note 5.
24. § 10:8-103 (2011).
25. This Article only addresses "business corporations," as defined in Louisiana Revised Statutes
section 12:1(G) and as governed under the Louisiana Business Corporation Law (Louisiana Revised
Statutes sections 12:1-178). Thus this Article does not address the particular rules governing nonprofit
corporations (Louisiana Revised Statutes sections 12:201-69), Foreign Corporations (Louisiana Revised Statutes sections 12:301-21), Special Corporations (i.e., Electrical Cooperatives, Sea Food Marketing Associations, Orthodox Churches, Real Estate Investment Trusts, Cooperative Housing
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limited (and passive) rights conferred upon a shareholder. 2 6 A share confers upon its holder equal rights 27 of participation in the corporation's management, earnings, and distributions. 2 8 However, the shareholder's
participation is passive in nature. 2 9 The shareholder participates in the corporation's management primarily by the election of directors and voting on
potentially voidable corporate actions, amendments to the articles of incorporation, and certain fundamental corporate changes. 30 The shareholder
participates in the corporation's earnings and distributions at the pleasure
of the board of directors.31 Further, a shareholder qua shareholder is not a
mandatary of the corporation.32 Thus the theory is that the concept of
delectus personae, discussed above, does not find equal application in the
corporate context. However, such a theory breaks down to a large extent
in the context of small to medium sized businesses.3 3
A shareholder need only to transfer her shares in the corporation to
dissociate therefrom. The transfer of her shares transfers all of her rights in
the corporation (assuming that the shareholder is not a director or employee thereof). This is a significant change from the limited liability context. Further, the law favors the transferability of corporate shares.34
While the default rule of transfer is quite simple, the procedure and regulatory scheme governing such transfer is quite complex." The following is an
Corporations (Louisiana Revised Statutes sections 12:401-99.13), Unincorporated Associations (Louisiana Revised Statutes sections 12:501-20), Professional Law Corporations (Louisiana Revised Statutes
sections 12:801-16), Professional Medical Corporations (Louisiana Revised Statutes sections
12:901-15), Industrial or Economic Development Corporations (Louisiana Revised Statutes sections
12:951-72), etc.
26. The terms "shares" and "stock" are often used interchangeably. However, the more precise
of the two under Louisiana law is "shares," as it is the term that is defined by statute. LA. REV. STAT.
ANN. § 12:1(S) (2011). Section 12:1(S) defines "shares" as "the units into which the shareholders' rights
to participate in the control of the corporation, in its profits or in the distribution of corporate assets,
are divided."
The definition of shares is potentially misleading as it references the shareholders' ability to participate in the control of the corporation. In the corporate context, the corporate powers are generally
"vested in, and the business affairs of the corporation shall be managed by, a board of directors of not
less than one natural person." LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 12:81(A) (2011). Thus the shareholders' right to
participate in the control of the corporation is indirectly exercised through the election of directors.
MORRIS & HOLMES, supra note 3, at 342.
27. The rule of equality is the default rule established by Louisiana Revised Statutes section
12:51(C) (2011). However, the egalitarian default rule may be modified by specific provisions in the
corporation's articles of incorporation. Id.
28. MORRIS & HOLMES, supra note 3, at 342.
29. It should be noted that this discussion is somewhat oversimplified given the fact that most
corporations are closely held. In the context of closely held corporations, there is a great deal of overlap between the board of directors and shareholders. Id. at 419-20.
30. Id. at 421.
31. Id. at 342.
32. Id. Whether active shareholders (i.e., shareholders who are actively engaged in the operations of the corporation) are mandataries of the corporation is determined by the law of mandate. This
means that an active shareholder should be concerned about the rules regarding undisclosed agency.
Id. at 105-10.
33. Id. at 681-82.
34. Cimo v. Nat'l Motor Club of La., Inc., 237 So. 2d 408. 413 (La. Ct. App. 1970).
35. James S. Holliday, Jr., & Rick J. Norman, Louisiana Corporations, in LOUISIANA PRACIrCE
SERIES §8.64 (2009-10) ("The transfer of corporate stock in Louisiana is governed by the Investment
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attempt to outline the major moving parts of the complex and detailed statutory regime.
Louisiana Revised Statutes section 12:57 ("section 57") generally requires that shares must be represented by certificates of stock.3 6 Louisiana
Revised Statutes section 12:58(A) provides that the "transfer of certificates
of stock and the shares represented thereby, may be regulated by the bylaws not inconsistent with the provisions of the articles or Part II of Chapter 6 of this Title."3 7 The reference to "Part II of Chapter 6 of this Title" is
an outdated cross-reference. The outdated reference is to the "Uniform
Stock Transfer Law," which was repealed in 1978 and replaced with the
Uniform Commercial Code-Investment Securities (Louisiana Revised Statutes sections 10:8-101 to -511) (the "Investment Securities Act")."
The Investment Securities Act governs both the direct and indirect
holding of corporate shares.3 9 It is unlikely that a practitioner representing
small businesses will encounter an indirect holding structure. 4 0 In the direct holding context, the delivery of a certificated security occurs when either (1) the purchaser acquires possession of the security certificate or (2)
another person either acquires possession of the security certificate on behalf of the purchaser, or, having previously acquired possession of the certificate, acknowledges that it holds for the purchaser. 4 1 Generally
speaking, delivery of a certificated security vests the purchaser with "all
rights the transferor had or had power to transfer, unless it purchased limited rights, or was a previous holder with notice of adverse claims. "42
C.

Tools Available for the Modification of the
Default-DissociationRules

As stated above, the primary focus of the practitioner should be the
modification of the default rules set forth above to fit the client's desires
and needs. The practitioner has a great deal of latitude in the modification
Securities Act (La. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§ 10:8-101 et seq.), the Civil Code articles on the sale of movables
(La. Civ. Code Ann. arts 1922, 1923, 2247 and 2441) and the Business Corporation Law (La. Rev. Stat.
Ann. §§ 12:55 to 59).").
36. There is an exception for corporations that are participants in the Direct Registration System
or its successor the Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation. LA. REV. STAT. ANN. §12:57(A) (2011).
Further, section 57(G) authorizes the board of directors to issue "some or all of the shares of any or all
of its classes or series of shares without certificates."
37. LA. REV. STAT. ANN. §12:58(A) (2011).
38. 1978 La. Acts 165.
39. MORRIs & HOLMES, supra note 3, at 402 ("Parts 2, 3, and 4 of the statute deal with the system
of direct holding of securities ... . In that system, a direct holder owns a package of rights running from
the holder to the issuer, reflected in the security. Part 5, however, deals with indirect holding, in which
an indirect holder owns a package of rights running from the securities intermediary who maintains his
securities account.").
40. Id. ("The provisions of Part 5 are quite complex and of limited significance to the general
Louisiana practitioner who would be far more likely to represent clients who issue securities under the
traditional system of direct holding.").
41. LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 10:8-301(a) (2011).
42. MORRIs & HOLMES, supra note 3, at 408; LA. REv. STAT. ANN. § 10:8-302 (2003).
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process.4 3 The most commonly used tools available to the practitioner are:
(1) rights of first refusal (commonly called "ROFRs" or "RIFOs"), (2) options to purchase equity interests upon the occurrence of certain events,
and (3) mandatory buy-sell agreements.44 Each of these tools clearly establishes the rules of when and how a party may exit (or is required to exit)
an entity and the consequences associated with such an exit.
A right of first refusal essentially grants a member of a limited liability
company, or a shareholder of a corporation, the right to match an offer
made by a third party for the purchase of the membership interest or
shares in question. Thus a ROFR gives the members and shareholders the
right to prevent the entry of third parties into the business enterprise.4 5
An option gives the business entity or equity holder the right to
purchase the equity interest of another equity holder upon the occurrence
of certain events. The option gives the business entity and its equity holders the right to prevent third parties from entering the business entity and
the right to force certain existing equity holders to exit the business entity
upon the occurrence of a future event.46
In drafting a ROFR or an option, the practitioner should keep in mind
the following: (1) the identity of the party to whom the right is given, (2)
the equity interests covered by the granted right, (3) the events triggering
the granted right, (4) the duration of the granted right, (5) the method of
determining price and payment, (6) the effect of partial exercise of the
granted right, and (7) the consequences resulting from the failure to exercise the granted right.4 7
In the context of a mandatory buy-sell agreement, an equity holder
must sell and the entity, or other equity holders, must purchase the equity
holder's interest in the entity upon the occurrence of specifically listed
events. The practitioner should consider the following when drafting a
mandatory buy-sell agreement: (1) who is obligated to buy, (2) who is obligated to sell, (3) the events triggering the mutual obligation to buy and sell,
43. In the corporation context, Louisiana Revised Statutes section 12:59(B) provides that "[a]
corporation's articles of incorporation or bylaws, an agreement among shareholders or an agreement
between shareholders and the corporation, may impose restrictions on the transfer or registration of
transfer of shares of the corporation." Louisiana Revised Statutes section 12:59(C) requires that such
restrictions be "noted conspicuously on the front or back of the certificate" or if the shares are uncertificated to be "contained in the information statement required by R.S. 12:57(H)." Louisiana Revised
Statutes section 12:59(E) specifically authorizes transfer restrictions which "(1) [o]bligate the shareholder first to offer the corporation or other persons, separately, consecutively, or simultaneously, an
opportunity to acquire the restricted shares[,] (2) [o]bligate the corporation or other persons, separately, consecutively, or simultaneously, to acquire the restricted shares[,] (3) [rlequire the corporation,
the holders of any class of its shares or another person to approve the transfer of the restricted shares if
the requirement is not manifestly unreasonable[, and] (4) [plrohibit the transfer of the restricted shares
to designated persons or classes of persons if the prohibition is not manifestly unreasonable." In the
limited liability company context, Louisiana Revised Statutes section 12:1367(B) provides that "[i]t is
the policy of this Chapter to give maximum effect to the principle of freedom of contract."
44. MoRRIs & HoLMs, supra note 3, at 682.
45. Id.
46. Id.
47. Id. at 696.
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(4) the price at which the sale and purchase shall be made, and (5) the
method of payment.4 8

III.

CONSIDERATION

#2: DISPUTE

RESOLUTION

As every lawyer knows, the best way to handle a dispute is to prevent
it. The tools set forth above in the previous portion of these materials will
prevent a good deal of disputes between the members of a limited liability
company and the shareholders of a corporation. However, it is impossible
to prevent every conflict that may arise between the equity holders of a
business entity. This portion of the Article presents several concepts that
need to be analyzed when disputes arise between the equity holders of a
business entity: (1) fiduciary duties, (2) derivative versus direct actions, and
(3) special meetings.
A.

Fiduciary Duties

Disputes that may not be prevented by the tools set forth in the previous section (i.e., ROFRs, options, and mandatory buy-sell agreements)
likely arise out of a party's alleged breach of a fiduciary duty. In the corporate context, the relationship of directors and officers to the corporation
and its shareholders is set forth in Louisiana Revised Statutes section 12:91
("section 91"):
Officers and directors shall be deemed to stand in a fiduciary relation to the corporation and its shareholders, and
shall discharge the duties of their respective positions in
good faith, and with that diligence, care, judgment, and skill
which ordinary prudent men would exercise under similar
circumstances in like positions . . . .4

Thus directors and officers are fiduciaries of the corporation. The fiduciary duties set forth in section 91 are commonly referred to as the "duty
of loyalty" and the "duty of care." An explication of the scope of these
duties is beyond the scope of these materials; however, the existence of
these duties is important to consider in the context of conflicts between
equity holders of a business entity. 0
In the limited liability company context, the members of a membermanaged limited liability company and the managers of a manager-managed limited liability company stand in a fiduciary relationship to the limited liability company and its members."' The language of Louisiana
48. Holliday & Norman, supra note 35,
49. LA. REV. STAT. ANN.

§ 12:91(A)

§ 15:20;

MORRIS & HOLMES, supra note 3, at 693-96.

(2011).

50. For a helpful explication of the fiduciary duties of an officer and director, as well as the
fiduciary duties owed by controlling shareholders of a Louisiana corporation, see MORRIS & HOLMES,
supra note 3, at 546-86.
51. § 12:1314 (2011).
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Revised Statutes section 12:1314 ("section 1314"), which establishes the fiduciary duties of members or managers, as appropriate, is borrowed from
section 91, and the principles and cases applying section 91 may be applied
to section 1314 by analogy.5 2
B.

Derivative v. Direct Actions

The managing body of a corporation (i.e., its board of directors) and a
limited liability company (i.e., members of a member-managed limited liability company and managers of a manager-managed limited liability company) is generally entitled to decide whether the entity will pursue a cause
of action on behalf of the entity.s" However, a derivative suit is an exception to the general rule. The derivative action allows a shareholder or
member to bring a cause of action on behalf of the corporation or limited
liability company. Derivative actions are almost exclusively brought "as a
means of suing corporate officers and directors for alleged breaches of fiduciary duties owed by them to the corporation."5 4
The concept of derivative actions is significant when analyzing the
proper resolution of a dispute between the equity holders of an entity. The
distinction between a direct action by the equity holder and a derivative
action (which must be brought on behalf of the corporation) is often difficult to ascertain." Generally speaking, however, suits seeking to enforce a
corporate right are derivative in nature (e.g., suits to recover damage to
corporate property and suits arising from a breach of a director's or officer's fiduciary duties), while suits to enforce a personal right are direct in
nature (e.g., suits to enforce right to vote and protect against dilution)." In
the context of small businesses, the "chief impact of a derivative characterization ... is to make it impossible for the shareholder to obtain any direct

form relief."" This is obviously a significant deterrent to bringing such a
suit and may have the effect of precluding the availability of a meaningful
remedy for certain equity holders."
C. Special Meetings

Finally, a dispute can potentially be resolved, in lieu of litigation, pursuant to a special meeting of the members or shareholders, as applicable."
52. MORRIS & HoLMEs, supra note 3, at 508, 511.
53. Id. at 159-61.
54. Id. at 160.
55. Id. at 162.
56. Id. at 162-63.
57. Id. at 165.
58. Id. at 165-66.
59. LA. REV. STAT. ArN. § 12:73 (2011); LA. REv. STAT. ANN. § 12:1318 (2011) (note that the
Limited Liability Company Law does not expressly provide for special meetings, but generally provides
a majority approval threshold for all actions of the members).
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IV. CONSIDERATION #3: ENTrrIy COMBINATION
This portion of the materials is divided by the type of corporate combination discussed.o
A.

Mergers and Acquisitions61

1. General Principles
At the outset, it is important to note that mergers are not "cross-form"

by nature. Rather, mergers can be accomplished on a "cross-form" and
"intra-form" basis. 62 The terms "merger" and "acquisition" are often used
in the combination context to connote the purpose of the combination.6 3
The term "merger" is used if the management and ownership of the surviving entity, post-consolidation, represents the pre-consolidation management and ownership of both the merging entity and the surviving entity.64
The term "acquisition" is used if the pre-consolidation management and
ownership of only one of the entities is represented in the post-consolidation management and ownership of the surviving entity.65 For the purpose
of these materials, the term merger will be used broadly to capture both
contexts and narrowly to mean the statutory device utilized for the combination of two or more legally distinct business entities.6 6
For the purpose of background and terminology, mergers are often
carried about between an acquiring entity, a subsidiary of the acquiring
entity formed for the purpose of the merger, and a target entity. 7 Mergers
of this type are called "triangular mergers," in reference to the three entities involved in the transaction.68 If the newly-formed subsidiary of the
acquiring entity is merged into the target entity, this is referred to as a
60. The complications arising out of cross-jurisdictional combinations are not addressed in this
Article. However, it should be noted that not all jurisdictions expressly authorize "cross-form"
combinations.
61. This Article does not separately address "consolidations" because of the similarities between
mergers and consolidations. See MORRIS & HOLMES, supra note 3, at 248 ("Mergers and consolidations
are virtually identical in substance.... The chief difference between a merger and a consolidation lies in
the origin of the surviving corporation. In a merger, one or more of the existing corporations that is a
party to the transaction will survive, while in a consolidation, none of the existing parties will survive.
The survivor will be a new corporation created as part of the consolidation transaction itself.") (footnotes omitted).
62. For the purpose of these materials, "cross-form mergers" shall mean a merger between a
corporation and a limited liability company. "Intra-form mergers" are mergers between the same types
of business entities (i.e., a merger between two corporations).
63. Id. at 233.
64. Id.
65. Id.

66. Id. at 233-34. A merger can be accomplished for purposes other than the combination of two
distinct entities. For example, a merger can be accomplished for the purpose of recapitalization or
squeezing out minority shareholders. Id. at 234.
This presentation will not address share exchanges or asset purchases (including sales of all or
substantially all of the assets of an entity). For a thorough discussion of share exchanges, see id. at
270-77. For a thorough discussion of the sale of all or substantially all of the assets of a corporation, see
id. at 278-95.
67. Id. at 234-35.
68. Id.
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"forward triangular merger."6 9 If the target entity is merged into the
newly-formed subsidiary of the acquiring entity, this is referred to as a "reverse triangular merger."70 Such triangular mergers are used to acquire
100% of the ownership of the target entity by the acquiring entity without:
(1) needing the approval of all of the equity holders of the target entity, (2)
assuming the liabilities of the target entity, and (3) requiring the approval
of the equity holders of the acquiring entity.7 1
The state law corporate aspect of mergers involves following the procedures set forth in the statutes governing the type of entities involved in
the merger. 7 2 These materials do not attempt to provide a detailed explication of the relevant statutory regimes, but the particular role that each of
the statutory regimes plays in the cross-form context will be noted below.
The tax aspect of mergers involves an understanding of the tax consequences thereof. As a general matter, legal counsel should engage the assistance of a knowledgeable accountant to assist her in analyzing the tax
implications of the merger transaction. As a general rule, a merger will be
taxable:
unless it qualifies as a reorganization under § 368 of the Internal Revenue Code, and even then the transaction is nontaxable only to the extent that the shareholders of the target
receive shares of the acquirer (or the parent .. .) rather than
"boot," i.e., cash, notes or property other than stock of the
acquirer or its parent.
The peculiar tax considerations in the cross-form context are discussed
briefly below.
As a concluding note, the practitioner should also consider whether
the merger implicates the following: (1) securities law, (2) bulk sale law
(not applicable for Louisiana entities), bankruptcy, or fraudulent transfer
law, (3) anti-trust filing requirements, and (4) anti-takeover statutes.7 4
2.

Cross-Form Application & Considerations

Both the Louisiana Business Corporation Law" and the Louisiana
Limited Liability Company Law7 6 expressly authorize cross-form mergers." It should be noted that this statutory authorization for cross-form
69.
70.
71.
72.
nies, see
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.

Id. at 235.
Id.
Id. at 235-37.
For corporations, see LA. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 12:111-17 (2011). For limited liability compaLA. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 12:1357-62 (2011).
MoRRIS & HOLMEs, supra note 3, at 241.
Id. at 244-48.
§§ 12:1-178 (2011).
§§ 12:1301-69 (2011).
§§ 12:117; 12:1357.
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mergers is of relatively recent vintage. In fact, cross-form mergers were not
authorized under Louisiana law until 1992.78
Louisiana Revised Statute section 12:117(A) expressly authorizes a
Louisiana corporation to merge with a Louisiana limited liability company
and vice versa. Louisiana Revised Statutes section 12:1357 also expressly
authorizes a Louisiana limited liability company to merge with a Louisiana
corporation. In the cross-form merger context, each business entity is required to comply with the statutory requirements applicable to it under
Louisiana law. 7 9 Thus a Louisiana corporation is required to follow the
formal requirements set forth by Louisiana Revised Statutes section 12:112
and a Louisiana limited liability company is required to follow the formal
requirements set forth by Louisiana Revised Statutes sections 12:1358-60.
The statutory merger requirements in the context of Louisiana corporations and limited liability companies differ in two important respects.o
First, the limited liability company merger rules do not provide for dissenters' rights.81 Second, the approval thresholds set forth in the limited liability company merger rules are less onerous in two respects: (1) the
managers do not have to approve a merger (as do the directors of a corporation), and (2) a majority vote of the members is sufficient to approve the
merger (as opposed to the 2/3 shareholder approval generally required in
the corporation context). 82
A careful reading of the applicable statutes is required when conducting a cross-form merger. However, compliance with such statutes is
not the greatest hurdle that must be crossed in the cross-form merger
context:
The chief problem posed by cross-form mergers is related to federal
income tax law, not state business organization law. Mergers among entities that all are taxable as partnerships ordinarily do not trigger taxable

78. MORRIS & HOLMES, supra note 3, at 265.

79. Id. at 264-68.
80. Id. at 559.
81. Id.
82. Id.; LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 12:1359(A) (2011). It should be noted that the approval requirements in the corporate context can get quite complex. Louisiana Revised Statutes section 12:112(C)(2)
provides that a merger agreement must be approved by the shareholders by a vote of at least 2/3 of the
voting power present or by such larger or smaller vote (not less than a majority) of the voting power as
the articles may require. Further, if the merger agreement calls for changes to the articles of the surviving corporation that would entitle any class or series of shares to vote as a class, the merger agreement
must be approved by each such class. Louisiana Revised Statutes section 12:31(C) provides that a class
is adversely affected by an amendment to the articles if the amendment (1) alters or abolishes any
preferential right, (2) creates, alters, or abolishes any right of redemption, (3) alters or abolishes preemptive rights, (4) creates or alters (other than to abolish) any transfer restriction, (5) excludes or limits
existing voting rights, or (6) alters or abolishes existing dividend rights. The conversion of a corporation to a limited liability company is likely to have several such effects. For a good analysis, see SUSAN
KALINKA, 9-9A LOUISIANA CIVIL LAW TREATISE 205-22 (3d ed. 2001 & Supp. 2012).
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gain to the entities or their owners. However, when entities taxable as corporations are merged into an LLC or other entity that is taxable as a partnership, then the transaction must be treated as a liquidation of the
merging corporations.8 3
The serious tax implication of a corporation merging into a limited
liability company taxed as a partnership can be prevented by limited liability company electing to be taxed as a corporation:
[W]here a corporation is converted to an LLC . .. that

is classified as an association taxable as a corporation, the
conversion should not have any tax consequences, adverse
or beneficial, in most cases ....
. . . [A] conversion of a corporation to an LLC that is
classified as a corporation should constitute a tax-free reorganization under section 368(a)(1)(F) . .
B.

..

Conversions

In contrast to mergers, conversions are "cross-form" by nature. Louisiana recently enacted Louisiana Revised Statutes sections 12:1601-07 (the
"Conversion Statutes") to facilitate such "cross-form" conversions. At
least one commentator believes that the Conversion Statutes will primarily
be used for the purpose of avoiding Louisiana's corporate franchise tax."
As set forth below, limited liability companies are not subject to Louisiana's corporate franchise tax. Thus a conversion from a corporation to a
limited liability company precludes the imposition of the corporate
franchise tax on the converting business entity. It has even been suggested
that "the conversion statutes may effectively repeal the Louisiana franchise
tax .

.

.. "86

A conversion is different than a merger because the converting entity,
in the context of a conversion, "shall continue to exist, without interruption, but in the organizational form of the converted entity rather than in
its prior organizational form."8 7 In the merger context, the separate existence of the merging entity ceases upon the effectivity of the merger.
Another benefit of a conversion, as opposed to a merger, is Louisiana
Revised Statutes section 12:1607, which ensures that an entity that is converting from a corporation to a limited liability company, or vice versa, will
retain its licenses and permits:
A domestic business entity, which is licensed by a state
board or commission as a limited liability company, business
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.

MORRIs & HOLMES, supra note 3, at 562 (footnotes omitted).
KALINKA, supra note 82, at 494, 511.
Id. at 205.
Id.
LA. REv. STAT. ANN. § 12:1605(1) (2011).
§ 12:115(B).
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corporation, partnership in commendam, or partnership,
that converts under the provisions of this Chapter or is a
surviving entity following a merger pursuant to 26 U.S.C.
368(a)(1)(F) where ownership of the entity does not change
shall be recognized by the board or commission without
having to file a new application for a license, certificate, or
permit. 89
Under Louisiana Revised Statute section 12:1602(A), "[t]he owners or
members of the converting entity must approve the conversion in the same
manner provided for by law and by the document, instrument, agreement,
or other writing governing the internal affairs of the converting entity and
the conduct of its business." 90 The requisite level of approval for a conversion on the limited liability company side of the transaction is a majority
vote of the members." The requisite level of approval on the corporation
side of the transaction is a bit more uncertain: "It is not entirely certain
what 'law' applies for purposes of determining the number of shareholder
votes required to authorize the conversion of a corporation to an LLC."92
The shareholder approval requirements in the context of a merger are summarized above in footnote 82. Similarly, if the conversion adversely affects
the rights of shareholders in the manner contemplated by Louisiana Revised Statutes section 12:31(C), an approval by each such class of shareholders is required to approve the conversion.
The same tax considerations applicable in the cross-form merger context are applicable in the conversion context:
If a corporation mergers into an LLC that is classified as a
partnership for federal tax purposes, the transaction will be
treated as a liquidation of the corporation .

...

A tax-free conversion of a corporation into an LLC may be
accomplished if the converted LLC is classified as a corporation for federal tax purposes.
A detailed exposition of the conversion statutes is beyond the scope of
this Article. However, the practitioner should read the statutes very carefully for the purpose of following each of the requirements set forth
therein.
V.

CONSIDERATION #4: CROss-JURISDICTIONAL

ACITIES

Given the nature of our national economy, small businesses often step
across state lines. However, the legal implications of doing so are often
89. § 12:1607(A).
90. § 12:1602(A) (2011).
91. § 12:1318(B)(3) (2011).
92. KALINKA, supra note 82, at 211.
93. Id. at 213.
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overlooked. This portion of the materials presents the relevant issues that
need to be considered when an entity expands its operations beyond state
borders. The requirements for, and implications of, a Louisiana entity doing business in Texas are set forth below as a paradigmatic illustration.9 4
A.

What Constitutes "Transacting Business"?

Section 9.001(a) of the Texas Business Organizations Code (the
"TBOC") essentially provides that a foreign entity9 5 must register under
Chapter 9 of the TBOC in order to "transact business" in Texas if the foreign entity is a foreign9 6 corporation or a foreign limited liability company. 97 Thus the inquiry becomes whether a Louisiana entity is
"transacting business" in Texas within the meaning of Chapter 9 of the
TBOC.
Like the applicable law in Louisiana, the TBOC does not provide a
definition of "transacting business"; rather, the TBOC sets forth a laundry
list of activities that do not constitute the transaction of business in Texas. 98
Section 9.252 of the TBOC provides further that the laundry list is not exclusive of activities that do not constitute transacting business in Texas. 99
Thus the inquiry into what constitutes "transacting business" within the
meaning of Chapter 9 of the TBOC is not an exact science. However, the
conservative approach would be to assume that an activity constitutes
transacting business in Texas if it is not listed within the Section 9:251 laundry list.
B.

What Must a Louisiana Entity Do to Obtain its Ability
to Do Business in Texas?

The Texas Secretary of State's website provides very helpful forms and
information regarding the steps that a Louisiana entity must follow in order
94. As a preliminary note, Texas completely overhauled its regulatory scheme for business entities in 2006 pursuant to the enactment of the Texas Business Organizations Code. The Texas Business
Organizations Code became applicable to all entities (domestic and foreign) on January 1, 2010. For an
excellent survey of the background, process, and implications of the enactment of the Texas Business
Organizations Code, see Byron F. Egan, Choice of Entity Decision Tree in Troubled Times, JACKSON
WALKER L.L.P., 4-9 (2009), available at http://images.jw.com/comi/publications/1175.pdf.
95. "Foreign entity" means an organization formed under, and the internal affairs of which are
governed by, the laws of a jurisdiction other than Texas. TEX. Bus. ORGS. CODE ANN. § 1.002(28)
(2011).
96. "Foreign" means, "with respect to an entity, that the entity is formed under, and the entity's
internal affairs are governed by, the laws of a jurisdiction other than [Texas]." § 1.002(27) (2011).
97. TEX. Bus. ORGS. CODE ANN. § 9.001(a) (2011).
98. TEX. Bus. OROS. CODE ANN. § 9.251 (2011). The following is a summary of the list provided
in Section 9:251: Maintaining or defending actions, holding meetings, maintaining a bank account, voting equity interests of an entity, effecting a sale through in independent contractor, creating or acquiring security interests in real (immovable) or personal (movable) property, transacting business in
interstate commerce, transacting in royalty or nonoperational mineral interests, owning, without more,
real (immovable) or personal (movable) property in Texas.
99. TEX. Bus. ORGS. CODE ANN. § 9.252 (2011).
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to transact business legally in Texas.1 00 A Louisiana limited liability company should use Form 304-"Application for Registration of a Foreign
Limited Liability Company." A Louisiana corporation should use Form
301-"Application for Registration of a Foreign For-Profit Corporation."
The referenced forms provide a good summary of the applicable law
and guidance for the proper completion thereof. I refer you to the forms
for a more complete discussion of the relevant issues; however, in sum, a
Louisiana corporation or limited liability company must complete the applicable form and pay $750 within ninety days of commencing the transaction of business in Texas. If a business does not do so, it will be subject to
(1) a late filing fee (typically $750),101 (2) a civil penalty, 0 2 (3) being enjoined from transacting business in Texas,o 3 and (4) preclusion from maintaining an action in Texas.104 However, it is significant to note that the
failure to register does not: (1) affect the validity of any contract or act of
the Louisiana entity, (2) prevent the Louisiana entity from defending an
action in Texas, or (3) affect the limited liability of the shareholders, directors, members, or managers of the Louisiana entity.'0o
The registration of a Louisiana entity to do business in Texas remains
in effect until the registration terminates, is withdrawn, or is revoked.' 0 6
C.

What Must a Louisiana Entity do to Maintain its Ability to do
Business in Texas?

A Louisiana entity must satisfy its "margin tax" obligations in order to
maintain its ability to transact business legally in Texas. Texas's equivalent
to Louisiana's corporate franchise tax is its "margin tax."' A discussion
of the nuances and particularities of Texas's margin tax system is beyond
the scope of this Article. However, it should be noted that, unlike Louisiana, Texas imposes its margin tax on all businesses (corporations and limited liability companies) except sole proprietorships, general partnerships
directly owned by natural persons, and certain passive entities. 0 While
Texas's margin tax system has a broad scope of application as to the type of
entities liable therefore, it also has relatively generous exemption
thresholds.' 0 9
100. Business and Nonprofit Forms, TEX. SEC'Y OF STATE, http://www.sos.state.tx.us/corp/forms
boc.#roetb (last visited Nov. 17, 2012).
101. TEX. Bus. ORGS. CODE ANN. §9.054 (2011).
102. § 9.052.
103. §9.051(a).
104. §9.051(b).
105. § 9.051(c).
106. § 9.008(a). For revocation by the Secretary of State, see TEX. Bus. ORGS. CODE ANN.
§§ 9.101-06 (2011). For judicial revocation, see TEX. Bus. ORGS. CODE ANN. §§ 9.151-62 (2011). For
the withdrawal of registration, see TEX. Bus. ORGS. CODE ANN. §§ 9.011-12 (2011).
107. For a thorough treatment of Texas's margin tax system, see Byron F. Egan, Choice of Entity
Alternatives, JACKSON WALKER L.L.P., 14-34 (2010), available at http://images.jw.com/com/publications/1396.pdf.
108. Id. at 17.
109. Id. at 21-22.
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MAINTAINING ENTITY VITALITY

In Louisiana, the requirements for maintaining the status of a business
are entity specific. This portion of the materials provides a summary of the
actions necessary to maintain the status of a Louisiana corporation and a
Louisiana limited liability company.
A. Maintaining the Status of a Louisiana Corporation
A Louisiana corporation must do several things to maintain its status
(and more broadly, to prevent the imposition of tax liens against its property): (1) file an annual report under Louisiana Revised Statutes section
12:102 (with the obligatory $25.00 fee), (2) satisfy its corporate franchise
tax obligations under Louisiana Revised Statutes sections 47:601-18, (3)
satisfy its corporate income tax obligations (both on the federal and state
level), 110 and (4) satisfy any other applicable tax requirements (sales and
use tax, etc.).
Compliance with the corporate franchise tax obligations and corporate
income tax obligations typically falls within the purview of the entity's accountants. However, the filing of an annual report is often delegated to the
entity's legal counsel. The failure to timely file an annual report is a very
common problem. The commonality of the problem does not negate its
potentially significant consequences.
Among the consequences resulting from the failure to file an annual
report are fines and the revocation of the corporation's charter. Louisiana
Revised Statues section 12:172(A) provides that a corporation that neglects
to file its annual report within fifteen days of a written request by the Louisiana Secretary of State is subject to a penalty of $50 a day.111 Louisiana
Revised Statutes section 12:163(A) provides for mandatory revocation of
the charter of a Louisiana corporation by the secretary of state upon a
corporation's failure to file an annual report for three consecutive years." 2
When a corporation's charter is revoked, it "no longer enjoys legal existence."" 3 The cessation of the corporation's legal existence could affect
the limited liability otherwise enjoyed by the shareholders of the corporation (and the members of the limited liability company, for that matter).114
However, the reinstatement (upon the fulfillment of the requirements
set forth in Louisiana Revised Statutes section 12:163(E)(2) of a corporation is retroactive and the corporation is treated as though the revocation
never occurred."' Finally, a corporation that is not in good standing is
110. For the Louisiana corporation

income

tax, see generally LA.

REV.

STAT.

ANN.

§§ 47:287.2-.785 (2011).
111. § 12:172(a) (2011).
112. § 12:163(A) (2011).
113. Holliday & Norman, supra note 35, at § 14:176 (citing River Cities Const. Co., v. Barnard &
Burk, Inc., 413 So. 2d 666, 668 (La. Ct. App. 1982)).
114.

KALINKA, supra note 82, at 12.

115. § 12:163(E)(2) (2011); Acadian Cypress & Hardwoods, Inc. v. Piazza, 664 So. 2d 138, 141
(La. Ct. App. 1995).
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prohibited from engaging in commercial business operations with the state
or its boards, agencies, departments, or commissions."'
B.

Maintaining the Status of a Louisiana Limited Liability Company

Unlike in Texas, limited liability companies are not subject to Louisiana's corporate franchise tax."' This is a significant reason for a small to
mid-sized business to select the limited liability company entity structure.
It has been said that the enactment of the conversion statutes discussed
above "may effectively repeal the Louisiana franchise tax .... "
Thus the list of required actions for maintaining the status of a limited
liability company (and preventing the imposition of a lien against its property) is tangibly different than the list set forth above in the context of a
corporation. A Louisiana limited liability company must (1) file an annual
report under Louisiana Revised Statutes section 12:1308.1, (2) satisfy its
state and federal corporate income tax obligations (only if the limited liability company has elected to be taxed as a corporation for income tax
purposes), and (3) satisfy any other applicable tax requirements (sales and
use tax, etc.).
The consequences resulting from the failure of a limited liability company to file an annual report are set forth in Louisiana Revised Statutes
section 12:1308.2 and are very similar to the consequences of a corporation's failure to file an annual report set forth in some detail above.
VII. CONCLUSION
The modern corporate practitioner simply cannot afford to omit the
five considerations set forth in this Article from the entity selection
calculus. Considerations of equity holder dissociation, dispute resolution,
entity combination, cross-jurisdictional activities, and the maintenance of
entity vitality will enable the practitioner to provide the client with a more
sophisticated and complete entity selection recommendation.

116. § 12:163(F)(2) (2011).
117. KALINKA, supra note 82, at 205 (footnotes omitted).
118. Id.
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